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ExecutiveDirectoroftheUnitedNationsChildren’sfund(UNICH’)

tothe
SecondCommitteeoftheGeneraiAssembly

QerationaiActivities

United Nations - 26 October 1992

Only a few years ago, the world was locked in ideological battle and the
threat of nuclear conflagration cast a shadow over humankind’s best hopes for
social progress. In that era many considered it utopian to talk about meeting
the basic needs of virtually every man, woman and child. It was taken for
granted that such en undertaking would require resources far beyond anything
available to the community of nationa. Alleviation of poverty would occur,
hopefully — but by increments, over generations, rather then within our
Lifetimes.

●
With the end of the coId war, however, new thinking has rapidly gained

legitimacy. In the early years of the 1990s, we have reached a new threshold
in the struggle to overcome the worst aspects of povarty. Broad cnnsensus now
exists that the human being belongs at the core of successful development
strategies. We nnw have the opportunity to put first things first. There is
also an increasing awareness that such human-oriented strategies not only
accelerate economic growth (as we have seen in East Asia), but can also
greatly contribute to slowing population growth and supporting sustainable
development.

These new times also offer a wealth of new opportunities within the
United Nations system. ftowever,to meet these new opportunities, I agree with
tiny others that we must significantly reforq and strengthen our ability to
operate. The agenda item before us offers a key opportunity to begin that
effort and I em grateful to Under-Secretary Ji for tbe efforts he has
undertaken to present the triennial policy report. There are a number of key
iseues he has raised that I would like to underline, specifically:

* the need for co!moongoals and strengthened governance;

* the need for comnon goals at the country level;

●

* the need for strengthenedmechanisms at the country level; and

* the relevance of the Secretary-General’sReport’on the World
Summit for Children.
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Common’Goals and Governance

~,
At the international level, we need to adopt a coherent s:rategy and to

set clear common goals. Agenda 21, the International Development Strategy.
and the Declaration/Plan of Action of the World Summit for Children (an issue
before you today) are all building blocks for conunoninternationalstrategies.

At the same ‘time,we must be aware that to translate these visions into
reality we need to develop action plans for the bm system. Translating
viaions into system-wide action plans will require a mare effective structure
of governance. As you know, for several yeara before this co!mnitteeand
before ECOSOC I have urged that you create such a capacity for system-wide
governance. To be effective, goverriance must draw together all the m
organizationa linking the analytical, the noriskativeand the operat~~l parts
of the UN system. Furthermore, we muat use this strengthened governance to
help restore the UN system’a capacity to provide leadership to the entire
internationaldevelopment conmnunity.

For this reason, I believe it would be useful to move ,forwardwith
proposals for an “IDC function” that draws upon ECOSOC’a Charter mandate
coordination of the entire UN system, including the specializedagencies.

the
fur

ComiIonGoals at the Country Level

●
At the country level, the same.,basic principles apply. Policy objectives

need to be set by governments -- in this case by the natinnal goverixnant,and
supported by international policies such as Agenda 21. Tn implement these
objectives, the UN system needa a country-level action plan, embracing the
operational activities of all UW agencies active in the country. Messyof you
know that we in UWICEF have pursued this for several years. UWICEF’s Deputy
Executive Director (Programmed),Dr. Richard Jolly, first proposed.this to the
ACC connnittee on operational activities (CCSQ/OPS) as chairman of that
Committee three years ago.

We have continued to pursue this goal. As I promised at the High-Level
Segment of ECOSOC, we have made a detailed proposal to the ACC for a UN
Cossntry.Strategy. This proposal (copies of which are available in the back of
the room) has now been fully accepted by the ACC — ultimately by unanimity.

The UN Country Strategy will develop a unified responee by the UW ayatem
to national plans and priorities. It will help identify key areas for
attention where the UN syaternhas a comparative advantage and where a unified
approach can greatly enhance our effectiveneas. The Country Strategy will be
prepared with the participation of all the relevant parta of the UN syatam,
including the specialized agenciea, working under the leadership of the
Resident Coordinator. In short, for the firat time the UN eyatem will have
the.necessary elements to develop a unified approach. But to succeed, this
breakthrough MUSt have your active support and guidance.
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StrengthenedMechanisms at the Countrv Level

a; The new substantive opportunities at the country level must be supported
by strengthened inter-agency mechanisms. Too often we set goals without such
mechanisms, or”we create mechanisms in a vacuum -- and thereby fail to build
upon proven experience and structures that are working well.

The ACC agreement on the H! Country Strategy gives the Resident4
Coordinator the authority to be fully involved in all projects and progrsmmes,
from the earliest stages through each major step, so aa to help ensure these
efforta support the overall strategy. These new arrangements apply co
activities of all the organizations of the UN system, regardless of the source
of funding, and cover both operational and analytical projects. This will
provide an unprecedented strengthening of the Resident Coordinator role. At
the same time, the new arrangements require a team approach, with the Resident
Coordimtor forming sub-groups focussed on specific themes and chaired .by the
person best suited to the task. Likewise, the CouritryStrategy is intended to
build on the programme preparation processes and mandates of each
organization. It does not substitute for them.

We must now also accelerate our efforts toward a unified presence.
UNICEF has proposed to our partners in the Joint Consultative Group on Policy
(U’NDP,WFP, UWFPA; and IFAD) that we increase by five times the number of
common p,remisesover the next three years. This will result in moving from
approximately 20 countries where we currently Iv+ve common premises to
approximate1y 100. We are confident that our JCGP partners will respond

●
positively and a cost and feasibility study has been commissioned. I .alao
believe that we must seek to invoive all the organizations of the UW system in
sharing common premises.

We must accelerate a number of other initiatives as well. For example,
‘in the recent paat, JCGP has achieved the harmonisation of progremme cycles,
around the cycle”of the government, in one-third of the countries we serve.
UNICEF is conmitted to achieving this in two-thirds of the countries by next
year and developing plans to address the special needs in the regaining
countries (where, fur e-pie, emergency conditions often prevail). Likewise,
we must consolidate the significant progress made in developing common
trainingfor country teama.

I recognise that these reforms will create major new reaponaibilitieafor
the Resident Coordinator, as well as for the other Representativesfrom the UN
system. This haa many implications. As the Secretary-General’a Report points
out, we must now face the serious problems of work overload, along with the
need for a broad base for selection of the coordinator and clear links to the
Secretary-General.

We are prepared to do our part and make sure that.a team apprnach
succeeds. To help ua achieve this we mist count on the members of this
Consnitteeto make careful and specific decisions that build upon the strengths
of the separate components of the UW .Syatem.
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For example, one strength of UNICEF is its decencralised s:ruccure.
of LWICEF staff are ac the countrv level and our Countrv Representacivea

35%
have

the authority to make most key decisions directiy ~ith their p,overnment
counterparts, more so than any other ‘.3 organization. The L2iICEF
Representativeacts fast and provides practical support. Nearly 80% of LWICEF
assistance is in the form of supplies or cash -- and these are ordered on the
spot. Our experience shows that giving such authority to our Country
Representatives haa been critical to success. Yet such decentralised
authority is only practical becauae that Country Representative also has *
strong accountability directly to the Executive Director and the UNICEF
Executive Board for carrying out established policies. Clear lines of
management responsibility and accountability serve both donors and recipients
and must be maintained.

Likewise, the UNICEF Representative carriea out a mandate -- given by
you, the ❑embers of the General Assembly -- that has unique elements for
activities that I believe you want to protect. Becauae the needs of children
are universally considered uncontroversial, you have given the UNICEF
Representative exceptional mandates for advocacy and for operating in all
areaa, and with all parties, during times of conflict. For the same reasona,
recipient governments give UNICEF unprecedented freedom to work within their
societies; with numerous sub-offices outside capital cities. MOreOver,
virtually all governments support UWICEF’s fund-raiaing from their citizens,
which now totals some $200 millinn annually. The results are clear -- from
Universal Child hmnunization to our efforts in Sudan, Central America, Iraq,
Cambodia and many other places. Literally millions of children’s lives have
been saved because of the unique mandate you have given the UNICEF
Representative.

In summary, I believe we can and must move forward in establishing a
unified approach based on a common Country Strategy, with the necessary
supporting mecheniama and a timetable for action. These efforta will
considerably help in mobilizing the UN system behind the goals set by the
Secretary-Generalin his Report on the Work of the Organization — a document
I have found particularly useful. In doing so, we must build upon the parts
of the current structure that work well and above all ensure that we support
effectiveneasend avoid a lowest common denominator approach.,

While I realise that emergency activities are not a major focus of this
discussion, in the last six weeka I have visited the formar Yugoslavia,
Somalia and Iraq, and I will be returning shortly to ex-Yugoslavia in order to
launch a Weak of Tranquility, beginning this Sunday, November Isti From these
visits, I am convinced that many lessons in emergency coordination must also
be applied to our development coordinetion. Above all, I am deeply convinced’.
of the wisdom of the General Aeaembly in establiahing the Department of
HumanitarianAffaira last year.‘ It would be difficult to imagine how we would
face the current difficulties without such a coordinating office. UNICEF
intends to continue its strong support to”Mr. Eliasson’s leadership, which
strengthens not only the cooperative actions of UN organizations, but also
those of many bilateral agencies and NGOS..
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The Secretary-General’sReport
on the Follow-uP to the liorldSummit For Children

Aa I have stressed earlier, success in operational activities requires
mobilizing high-level political support around cormnongoaIs and strategies.
Summit meetings, such as the UNCED Conference or the World Summit for
Children, are of course vital in forging such political cons’enaus. ht these
political commitments ‘iillnot be fulfilled if ECOSOC and the General Assembiy
are not able to then play an active role in insuring implementation and
providing operational guidance.

At this session, you have before you the very first test of whether
governments will be able to play this role. The Secretary-General has
submitted to you a Report on the follow-up to the World Sunmit for Children,
held less than two years ago. The Report reflects a most heartening
beginning. Over 140 countries have prepared or are actively preparing
National Progrsnmresof Action to implement the goals of the Summit. These
include both developed and developing countries. Many developed countries
have addressed the needa of their children and have also addresaed the reed to
increase and more ‘effectively provide ODA resources, as their heads of
state/governmentpromised when they signed the Summit Declaration. For their

part, developing countries have formulated plans -- often in considerable
detail and with high-level political commitment -- on how they will mobilise
and restructure their efforts, so as to achieve the goala set by the World
Summit.

This momentum has centinued since the Secretary-General’s Report waa
prepared. The Summit goals, and the call.for each government to prepare ita
plan of action for achieving the goals, have been reaffirmed by such recent
Sunmits as those of the Non-Aligned Mevement at its meeting in Jakarta, the
Ibero-American Summit recent1y held in Madrid, the recent ,OAUSunnnitin Daker,
and the Ministerial Meeting of the SAARC States held in Colombo in September.
Some major concrete results are already evident — for e-pie, not a single
case of polio has been reported in the Western Hemisphere for more than one
year -- but many more results will be required in the coming year.

l’heSecretary-Generalhas put before you an encouraging summary of these
efforts, including a summary of the work done by the UW system itself. We now
face the challenge of how the General Assembly will reepond. Can we use the
United Nations SYSternof governance to provide the leadership we have spoken
of in mere general terms? Will your deliberations provide stimulus to the
individual and collective efforts underway by Member States? Will you indeed
be able to provide the system-wide policy guidance to the UN organizations
that so many epeakera have said is essential?

I eubmit to you that this first tangible test of our future system of
governance is also one that ia critical to the prospects for development.
Whet better way to embark on our future governance then ‘afocus on the future
of all our communities and countries — our children. I urge that you give
these considerations their full weight at this session.


